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Greg Clark’s thought leadership 
session – ‘Citizen-centred cities’
Urbanist, Professor Greg Clark explained some of 
the ways the pandemic has affected the business 
events industry:

1 - Cities are orientating themselves to become 
more citizen-centred

The hallmarks of a citizen-centred city include:

• Reclaiming the road space for cyclists (bike 
lanes) or pedestrians (pedestrianisation) or 
outdoor eating

• Focusing on the health of citizens by improving 
air quality

• Decentralisation – the move from a central 
business district to multi centre - by 
introducing the 15-minute city where all 
facilities are within 15-minute walk

2 - Business events need to align with the citizen 
first concept by better serving the community, 
but how?

• Open up venues for local use

• Procurement should include local suppliers

• Events should include local engagement

• Content should reflect local priorities

3 – The pandemic has accelerated changes to
the landscape - empty city centre offices and 
empty retail units 

4 – The pandemic has also accelerated the rise of 
digitisation, means that live events need to work 
harder to demonstrate their experiential element 
to attract delegates face to face

5 - The competition is no longer ‘place versus 
place’ but ‘place versus space’. Post pandemic, 
the parameters for business events have shifted 
to live event versus online event, physical
versus virtual

Panel discussion – our industry 
now and in the future
A panel discussion comprising Kit Lykketoft, 
Director of Convention at the Copenhagen 
Convention Bureau, Kadri Karu, Managing 
Director at the Estonian Convention Bureau

and Edward Koh, Executive Director of
Singapore Tourism Board, provided insights and 
experiences from each of the three CVBs into
how the pandemic has shifted the perception of 
business events among both their citizens and
their policy makers.

The pandemic has increased awareness and 
understanding among policy makers of the
impact of business events. The panellists shared 
some examples:

• In Copenhagen, citizen concerns about lack of 
visitors to their city has resonated with
policy makers

• In Singapore, MICE events are considered ‘a 
premium’ and were among the first to resume. 
Over 60 test events have so far (May 2021) and 
all successfully. This has given confidence to
policy makers

• The country is set to host major events this 
year including the World Economic Forum
(WEF) in August

• In Estonia, their rapid switch to digital events
has shown the adaptability of the sector.
National investment in digital networks has 
proved its worth

Immediate challenges for the business events 
sector include:

• Sustainability – events need to take 
responsibility and be part of the discussion 
(Copenhagen)

• Talent acquisition – events need to 
demonstrate their role in driving local talent 
acquisition and creating opportunities for local 
citizens (Estonia)

• Better international alignment of standards is 
required – for example, a common protocol on 
vaccines to allow people to travel with ease 
and with confidence (Singapore)

Business event professionals can take the 
following steps to drive success for their 
organisations and the sector as a whole:

• Build a new business model that puts citizen 
interests at its heart (Copenhagen)

• Learn from past crises, such as Covid and the 
recession, so you’re better prepared for the 
next one (Copenhagen)
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• Small countries have an advantage as they 
have a small and highly connected community. 
Agility and speed of response is also a strength. 
Capitalise on these connections and build 
partnerships to enable a joint approach to 
lobbying. (Estonia)

• Ensure your events strategy has a digital 
component (Estonia)

• To build citizens’ trust in events, ensure 
the content directly touches the citizens 
themselves. This then resonates with policy 
makers (Singapore)

• What’s in it for me? Demonstrate how events 
can benefit citizens – Tallin is lobbying for a new 
convention centre with the benefit to locals 
strongly emphasised throughout the process

Sharing success and building relationships 
are among the key measures business event 
professionals can now take to increase citizen 
engagement:

• We need to tell a better story and share our 
successes, including legacy initiatives, through 
best practice examples, whitepapers and more 
(Estonia)

• We need to be part of the success stories in 
other sectors with events being recognised 
as a critical factor in business success 
(Copenhagen)

• Destination ambassadors remain a
powerful tool

• Build relationships throughout government 
including with the opposition and with civil 
servants. A wide network of contacts helps to 
maintain a hotline to policy makers even when 
political leaders change

Breakout discussions – how have 
policy makers responded to us and 
what do we need to do now?
Small, facilitated breakout discussions enabled 
participants to share their honest views and 
experiences.  

Geneviève Leclerc, Co-Founder and CEO of 
#MEET4IMPACT, facilitated a group discussion 
with representatives from London, Rwanda 
and Singapore. They reflected on whether the 

pandemic has shifted government views on the 
sector:
• Some countries (in this case Singapore) 

recognised the importance of business events 
– providing Government support and even 
prioritising MICE professionals for vaccinations

• In other countries (in this case UK) political 
awareness and support varies. Politicians need 
to look beyond the traditional tourism impact 
of events – bed spaces, restaurant spend etc. 
The focus, particularly in the media, tends to 
be on leisure events rather than business 
events – this has been seen in coverage of the 
recent run of test events in the UK

• The sector now needs to build a hotline to its 
citizens – inviting them to join panels at an early 
stage in the planning to discuss how events can 
contribute to their community

• In countries where revenue from meetings and 
incentive travel supports local communities, 
those communities appreciated fully how much 
the sector contributes to the economy when 
that income stopped during the pandemic

Kai Hattendorf, CEO of UFI, facilitated a group 
discussion on the impact of the pandemic on 
government views of the sector led by with 
representatives from Britain, Copenhagen and 
ASAE. Among the points raised were:

• Governments are now more aware of the 
legacy impact of events

• The importance of generating data that helps 
to convince government of the scale and 
contribution of the sector has now been put 
into the spotlight and gaps addressed

• Governments now understand the complexity 
of the industry, and the many different roles 
that freelancers and contractors/ SMEs play

Rod Cameron, Executive Director of JMIC, 
facilitated a group discussion with representatives 
from Rwanda, Glasgow, Riga and Singapore. 
Among the key points raised were:

Changes in the advocacy landscape:

• Narrowing of focus to health, support for 
businesses vs. long term priorities

• Importance of “hard” data to support advocacy 
arguments stressed
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• Digital transformation seen as largely positive 

and supportive by governments, so rise of 
digital in events should be incorporated into 
our messaging rather than seen as a threat

• “Citizen participation” (ref, Greg Clark) a great 
opportunity but needs to be carefully designed 
to complement rather than conflict with
client expectations 

• Best potential: community legacies that 
complement client objectives

• Noted that governments only respond 
when they think they are being outdone, 
so performance comparisons with other 
destinations are powerful

• Noted a need for more, better funding for
data collection by industry

Future actions:

• Concern if industry had really addressed 
potential new realities or was just “waiting it out”

• Need for industry re-invention; new business, 
financial models adapted to changed 
environment

• Likely emphasis on local / regional for some 
time a big factor to incorporate

• Big question: do destinations really “need” BE’s 
in the traditional sense?

• Breaking down “silos” between various event 
types could lead to greater citizen involvement, 
more cooperation at a local level

• More attention to legacy “stories” to reinforce 
value proposition beyond economic

Martin Sirk, Owner Sirk Serendipity, facilitated 
a group discussion with representatives from 
Colombia, Melbourne, Estonia, Canada and 
Florence. Among the points raised were:

• We must fight to avoid slipping back to be 
perceived as a segment of the visitor economy.  
Our struggle is to stay on top table re broader 
economic & societal progress!

• Once we have F2F events, maybe encourage 
every congress to produce “pop science” TV 
channel, for local citizens & wider world

• Consider more promiscuous partnerships
at local level, perhaps!  Getting together more 
often whenever there is ANY common interest!

• Citizens have become much more interested 
in healthcare, science, tech, etc during the 
pandemic – this is a big opportunity

Jane Cunningham, Managing Director 
Cunningham Consulting AB, facilitated a group 
discussion with representatives from Florence, 
Glasgow, Vancouver and Abu Dhabi. Some key 
questions discussed were:

• Are we going to see a clustering into a super 
agency for the city? 

• How do we transcend administration over
short term electoral cycles?

• Over simply seeking their support and 
“social license to operate”, how do you 
concretely plan to bring in the voice of the 
citizens of your cities (who are the end 
beneficiaries) into your future business
events policy and strategy making?



Carina Bauer, CEO of the IMEX Group summary:
There is light at the end of the tunnel

Carina summarised the various findings and 
insights gathered during the day’s programme.

 Although awareness and understanding of the 
sector varies among politicians, many have now 
seen first-hand what happens when business 
events are not allowed to take place. She argued 
that we need to harness the energy and learnings 
from this 2020/21 crisis and collaborate to ensure 
we’re best placed to face future challenges, 
including climate change. Overall, she sees a 
positive picture, “There is light at the end of the 
tunnel,” she concluded.

In preparation for the virtual Advocacy Discussion, 
each of the three destination contributors 
took part in a recorded interview with a 
policy maker. They discussed topics such as 
setting policy during a global pandemic, the 
importance of a citizen-centred approach, 
planned destination strategies with relevance to 
business events and how best to align business 
events strategies with policy priorities. These 
full-length interviews will be shared in the coming 
weeks, providing a deeper insight into the 
successful strategies that Copenhagen, Estonia 
and Singapore have deployed.

»
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The IMEX Policy Forum will return on Tuesday 26th April 2022 at the 20th edition 
of IMEX in Frankfurt. Further details on the 2022 programme will be updated in late 2021.


